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About the seed industry in Canada

Seed is the foundation of Canada’s agriculture sector, and
drives growth and opportunity in agriculture throughout
the world. Food, feed, fibre, and fuel: it all starts with seed.
Since 1923 the Canadian Seed Trade Association has
represented the interests of Canada’s thriving seed trade,
working with partners to assure safety, reliability, access
to markets and a regulatory environment that serves the
interests of all Canadians.

CSTA: Fostering Seed Innovation

We are a member-driven organization of over 130 member companies and associations engaged in seed research,
production, marketing and trade, both domestically and
internationally. Our members are proud to be vital contributors to our nation’s economy and the health and
well-being of all Canadians. CSTA is a not-for-profit,
non-partisan trade association and national voice for the
Canadian industry. Our mission is simple: to foster seed
industry innovation and trade.

Food, feed, fibre, and fuel:
it all starts with seed

Today, the seed sector in Canada is a $5.6B business, driving a $105B agriculture sector, and employs 57,000 people
across the country. When producers and policy makers
look to the agriculture sector for growth and development,
and to solve emerging environmental and market challenges they increasingly look to the seed trade.
Seed innovation, production, and sales in Canada are
highly regulated, subject to 12 different pieces of federal
legislation or regulation involving multiple government
departments, industry and quasi-regulatory organizations.
That makes CSTA’s role more important than ever: as the
key association advocating on behalf of its members in a
complex regulatory environment, and as a critical coordinating body ensuring a strong and unified voice for the
seed industry in Canada. CSTA also plays a leading role
in the Seed Synergy Collaboration Project that is defining
the next generation seed system in Canada.

CSTA’s membership is diverse, working in over 50 crop
kinds, including grains and oilseeds, special crops, forage and turf grasses, flowers, vegetables and fruits. Our
member companies cover all sizes, from small operations
to large international companies. We assure the diversity
of our membership is represented in our operations by adhering to a critical democratic principle: one member, one
vote. This means that every CSTA member has a place at
the table and a voice in setting the course for the industry.
CSTA is governed by a 16 member board of directors,
supported by dedicated staff based in Ottawa, and sustained by the energy and effort of member volunteers who
devote their time and talents helping CSTA achieve its
mission on behalf of the seed industry and all producers.

Our Core Values

1. Our direction comes from our members.
2. We ensure fair and equitable recognition of
members.
3. We foster an environment that encourages
participation of our members.
4. We are strategic and proactive in our planning,
thinking and actions.
5. We are dedicated to prioritizing and resolving
the common issues that affect our members.

6. We strive for consensus in all of our decision
making processes.
7. We work constructively with other groups in pursuit
of our mission statement.
8. We act with transparency and integrity in our
business conduct.
9. We are non-partisan.
10. We comply with the Canadian Competition Act.
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CSTA Strategic Areas of Focus

CSTA’s Strategic Plan defines five key areas of focus,
which guide CSTA actions.

1. REGULATORY SYSTEM

Desired Outcome: A modernized, efficient and flexible,
science-based regulatory system that fosters innovation.
Enabling Plant Breeding Innovation
Seed Regulatory Modernization
Variety Registration
Seed Crop Inspection
Seed Applied Technologies
Seed Synergy

KEY ISSUES

2. INVESTMENT IN INNOVATION

Desired Outcome: Increased investment in seed research and
innovation in Canada.
Increased Private Sector Investment in Seed Research and
Development Across All Crops
Intellectual Property Protection
Value Creation System
KEY ISSUES

3. TRADE AND MARKET ACCESS

Desired Outcome: Open domestic and international trade of seed.
Internationally Harmonized Seed Regulation
Science-Based Regulatory Policies in Seed Export Markets
International Standard for Seed Movement
Non-Tariff Trade Barriers
Open Interprovincial Trade
Phytosanitary Concerns
KEY ISSUES

4. INDUSTRY IMAGE AND PUBLIC TRUST

Desired Outcome: Increased understanding of the value of seed
innovations and increased public trust of the industry. A larger
skilled talent pool is attracted to the seed sector.
Public Trust in the Seed System
Qualified Workforce Available for all Positions
Stewardship, Environment and Sustainability
Young People Choose Seed as a Career Path
Seed Industry Image Within Agriculture
Better Seed, Better Life

KEY ISSUES

5. COMMUNICATION AND MEMBER SERVICES

Desired Outcome: Effective communications and responsive
services delivered to members. Collaboration with Canadian seed
organizations through the Seed Synergy Collaboration Project.
CSTA Member Support and Networking
Member Input and Priority Setting
Seed Sector Outreach to Stakeholders
Association Represents the Entire Seed Trade
Celebrate and Share Seed Industry Success
Effective Governance and Internal Resources

KEY ISSUES

VALUE FOR MEMBERS
INFORMATION

Exclusive access to Trade Winds, the leading source for
breaking news on the seed industry. Published every
week, Trade Winds gives members access to a simple
snapshot of information on important events, emerging
trends and more in one convenient e-newsletter.

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

CSTA hosts regular professional development webinars,
open to all members, on subjects like Unconscious Bias,
Government Relations, Provincial Engagement and
Better Seed, Better Life.

ADVOCACY

CSTA is engaged both federally and provincially, across
Canada, with parliamentarians and decision-makers.
CSTA also sits on numerous industry-government
working groups. When policy decisions are made the
voices of CSTA members are heard and considered.

INTERNATIONAL ADVOCACY &
ENGAGEMENT

CSTA members are represented internationally to
government bodies: the International Plant Protection
Convention (IPPC) of the United Nations FAO and the
North American Plant Protection Organization (NAPPO), to help make trade easier around the world. CSTA
also represents members with industry colleagues at the
International Seed Federation (ISF) and Seed Association of the Americas (SAA).
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The Big Issues for 2018
Seed Synergy

Women and Diversity in Agriculture

Better Seed, Better Life

Plant Breeding Innovation

Seed Synergy is a joint project, undertaken in partnership with all of the major seed industry associations to
define a vision of the next generation seed system in
Canada. This will include bold new proposals for every
aspect of the seed system from value creation to industry
governance, and more. 2018 will see the finalization of
the vision for the future, and the beginning of work with
partners and government to make that vision a reality.
Visit seedsynergy.net to find out more.
CSTA has launched a partnership with the American
Seed Trade Association to bring the Better Seed, Better
Life message to Canada. This is a comprehensive campaign to portray the benefits of seed throughout the value chain and society, and to help consumers understand
how innovative seed products have improved their lives.
We have already launched a video, and released some fact
sheets, with more to come over the next year.

Intellectual Property

CSTA is taking a leadership role in breaking down
barriers and creating opportunities for women to succeed
in agriculture. Women are graduating from science and
agriculture programs in record numbers, and represent
incredible innovative potential for the future of the seed
industry. However, we know that women have been traditionally underrepresented in many agricultural sectors,
particularly in leadership roles, and CSTA is committed
to ensuring a welcoming and diverse sector.
Canada can be a global leader in harnessing the benefits
of exciting new plant breeding methods, but only if we
have regulatory predictability and a regulatory system
that makes sense for everyone. CSTA is a leading member of a 14 organization working group that has come
together to discuss the future of plant breeding innovation in Canada, and is working to make government
a partner in delivering a trade-enabling and risk-based
global regulatory system.

CSTA offers the pbrfacts.ca site, a comprehensive and
easy-to-use resource to understanding plant breeders’
rights in Canada, and how our laws affect farmers, seed
retailers, seed conditioners and grain buyers.

Seed Treatments

Recent CSTA Successes

Spotlight on: Future Influencers

☐☐ Reduction in phytosanitary and trade barriers
☐☐ Trade arbitration services
☐☐ CSTA’s Annual Lobby Day reached over 35
parliamentarians and senior decision-makers,
including the Prime Minister’s Office, complemented by ongoing advocacy efforts by staff

CSTA members need access to the latest crop protection
products, in a timely and efficient manner, backstopped
by cutting-edge science. CSTA works to ensure that
members can grow safely, sustainably and profitably in a
highly competitive global market.

CSTA is a proud sponsor of the Future Influencers
program, which allows young leaders in agriculture
to attend and address the GrowCanada conference,
bringing fresh new ideas to the discussion, and
providing invaluable opportunities for leaders of
tomorrow.

☐☐ Passage of the PBR Act that put Canada in
compliance with UPOV 1991
☐☐ Launch of Better Seed, Better Life
☐☐ Launch of SeedInnovation.ca
☐☐ New Member Database, coming soon!

Pictured: two Future Influencers participants, with Olympic gold medallist Clara Hughes.
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Our new site is here!
Vist seedinnovation.ca today

Get Involved & Be Engaged: Your Board of Directors

Your CSTA directors are volunteers elected to serve the interests of Members and live up to our Core Values.
Todd Hyra – President
SeCan

Wayne Gale
Stokes Seeds Ltd.

Roger Rotariu
Nufarm Agriculture

Ellen Sparry – Second Vice-President
C & M Seeds

Bob Hart
Sevita International

Jim Schweigert – ASTA Rep.
Gro Alliance, LLC

Georges Chaussé – First Vice-President
La Coop Fédérée

Dan Wright – Past President
Monsanto Canada Inc.
Doug Alderman
PRIDE Seeds

Erin Armstrong
CANTERRA SEEDS

Bruce Harrison
Nutrien Ag Solutions

Denise Schmidt
Cibus

Duane Johnson
Syngenta Canada

Marty Vermey
Corteva AgriScience, Agriculture
Division of DowDupont

George Lammertsen
Bayer CropScience
Brian Nadeau
Nadeau Seeds

CSTA Standing Committees

CSTA is a grassroots-driven organization where policy-making is effected by a set of Standing
Committees. Any CSTA member is eligible to serve on
a Standing Committee, and broad participation makes
our Committees vital for making progress on the big
issues of the day. Each Committee has an elected
Chair, Vice-Chair and Secretary, and is guided by a
comprehensive work plan.

Biotechnology

Corn, Soybeans & Eastern Cereals

Be Engaged

CSTA depends upon the dedication and effort of its members, who
year after year contribute to our collective success.

Consider volunteering for a Committee leadership position or being
a champion for a workplan item that is important to you or your
organization. Member volunteers make a real difference, and enjoy
the hands-on opportunity to benefit the entire seed trade.

CSTA Staff

Dave Carey
Executive Director
dcarey@seedinnovation.ca

Forage and Turf

Claudio Feulner
Regulatory Affairs and Policy Coordinator
cfeulner@seedinnovation.ca

International

Lauren Martin
Government and Industry Relations Coordinator
lmartin@seedinnovation.ca

Intellectual Property
Oilseeds, Pulses & Western Cereals
Seed Applied Technologies
Garden Seed

Stakeholder Relations Wrk. Grp. (Board appointed)

Kim Sabourin
Manager, Communications and Member Engagement
ksabourin@seedinnovation.ca
Kristen St. Denis
Executive Administrator and Meeting Planner
kstdenis@seedinnovation.ca

Get Involved

CSTA Annual General Meeting held jointly with the Canadian
Seedgrowers’ Association:
2019 - July 6-9, Whistler
2020 - July 12-15, Winnipeg

CSTA Semi-Annual Meeting held just before GrowCanada each year:
2018 - November 25-27, Ottawa
2019 - December 1-3, Calgary
2020 - November 29 - December 1, Ottawa

Not a CSTA Member?

Get in touch with us to find out more about how CSTA
can help you and your business. New members looking
to work with others to advance the interests of the seed
business in Canada are always welcome.
Find us online:
seedinnovation.ca

Reach out via email:
ksabourin@seedinnovation.ca
Or call:
613-829-9527
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